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Plus a look at other stock market news and an interview with Thomson Reuters automotive
reporter Paul Lienert.
The MGM Deal: Amazon Has the Money and Needs the Content
Where there’s strength of vision the pervasive fog that is Amazon can be pierced, offering
glimpses of an America that wants to shop differently. The numbers say there was a 100%+
increase of ...
AUTHOR INTERVIEW: HOW TO RESIST AMAZON AND WHY
Shop Local’ sign posted in front of independent business. // Photo courtesy of Near Media
There is strength in numbers on Main Street. Where there’s strength of vision the pervasive
fog that is Amazon ...
Resisting Amazon: An interview with author and bookstore owner Danny Caine
Amazon Web Services is snapping up former government officials who can help them gain
access to lucrative federal contracts.
The secret behind Amazon's domination in cloud computing
In an exclusive interview with india.com, Sharib Hashmi aka JK Talpade reveals if the makers
got inspired by Mamata Banerjee while designing the character of PM Basu in The Family Man
2. Read on.
Did Mamata Banerjee Inspire PM Basu’s Character in The Family Man 2? Sharib Hashmi aka
JK Talpade Reveals
The Invincible finale didn’t pull its punches. Spoilers ahead, obviously, but showrunner Simon
Racioppa and the team behind Amazon’s superhero animated show — which includes creator
Robert Kirkman — ...
‘Invincible’ Showrunner Breaks Down the Shocking Season Finale and That Brutal Train
Scene [Interview]
Actress Jenn Gotzon and her actor-producer husband, Jim E. Chandler, announced that their
Christian rom-com “The Farmer and The Belle” will have a second installment following its
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success on Amazon.
Amazon's top-selling Christian romance film ‘The Farmer and The Belle’ announces sequel
When White House Principal Deputy Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre first stood before the
media in the White House briefing room last month, the moment made history: She was the
first ...
Karine Jean-Pierre Talks About Making History In The White House Briefing Room & How
Being A Pundit, Even On Fox News, Prepared Her For This Moment
Seattle-based Tableau Software is no longer an independent publicly traded company, but it's
back under the watchful eyes of Wall Street for a different reason. Salesforce bought the ...
Tableau’s new CEO Mark Nelson on life inside Salesforce, and the company’s future in
Seattle
A campaign to keep former president Donald Trump off Facebook has a new target: the social
network’s employees. Media Matters for America, a left-leaning nonprofit organization, and
Accountable Tech ...
The Technology 202: Advocacy groups target employees in fight to keep Trump off Facebook
Samantha Akkineni makes her digital debut with Raj and DK’s “The Family Man Season 2.”
The Web show stars Manoj Bajpayee in the lead.
Amazon Prime Video Instructs Samantha Akkineni Not to Speak on ‘The Family Man Season
2’
Fans of Amazon’s action drama “The Boys” were out in force last weekend, as the streamer
hosted a one-of-a-kind, immersive FYC event for the anti-superhero blockbuster. The
Hollywood Palladium was ...
‘The Boys’ Emmys 2021 campaign: Amazon’s one-of-a-kind, immersive FYC event for the
superhero blockbuster a hot ticket for voters
Work was suspended for the second time in as many weeks after another noose — the eighth in
a month — was discovered at an Amazon warehouse ... arrived to interview workers about
previous ...
Amazon construction site reopens after eighth noose leads to second shutdown in two weeks
Amazon’s IP play: The M&A mayhem spilled ... skipped to deliver fans content with “joie de
vivre.” Read the full interview. Diary date: The Edinburgh TV Festival has confirmed dates ...
International Insider: Blow To Cannes; Amazon Moves On MGM; World Of Wonder Interview;
BBC Diana Fallout
An investigation has found that a BBC journalist used “deceitful behavior” to secure an
explosive interview with Princess ... at dodging the tax collector. Amazon founder Jeff Bezos
paid ...
The Diana Interview: A look at the pivotal moment in time
The solar industry is experiencing dramatic growth in Canada as well; as an example, online
retail giant Amazon in April announced its first renewable energy investment in Canada will be
with a ...
The POWER Interview: Solar Powers Onward
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Today's Top Deal Amazon shoppers are obsessed with TP ... but The Direct scored an
interview from a publication that hasn’t come out — that’s the Summer 2021 issue of Disney’s
D23 Magazine.
New ‘Loki’ spoilers just leaked in a Marvel interview that wasn’t supposed to be published yet
U.K. culture secretary Oliver Dowden has called for an attitudinal change at the BBC following
the Dyson report into the circumstances around the 1995 Princess Diana interview by Martin
Bashir on ...
Princess Diana ‘Panorama’ Interview: U.K. Culture Secretary Calls For Change in BBC
Culture, Promises Government Action
Panic is the latest series from Amazon Prime Video, and we must admit, it's a gripping watch.
Based on the book series by Lauren Oliver and set in the small town of Carp, Texas, the show
follows a ...
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